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Why YES!Delft?
Top tech incubator in Europe

YES!Delft opened the doors to its first location in 2005 as
one of the first incubators in the Netherlands - next to the
campus of the Delft University of Technology. In 2019 we
opened our Digital Hub, YES!Delft The Hague. Today, we offer
comprehensive all-round support to empower tech
entrepreneurs in bringing their disruptive tech innovation to
the market as fast and as best as possible.
Joining YES!Delft’s ecosystem means that you get access to our 13+-year-old community of tech
startups, trainers, corporate partners, experts, mentors, investors, and launching customers in nine
specialized focus areas. Our comprehensive all round services mean we help you find your dream
team through YES!Talents, and help you get investor ready with YES!Funded, and continue learning and
stay on top of your development with regular check-ins and specialized masterclasses tailored to your
needs through YES!Programs.

Ecosystem
YES!Delft has a vast one of a kind ecosystem.
We have over 160 tech startups in our
portfolio, spread over nine focus areas:
Blockchain, Artificial Intelligence, BioTech,
CleanTech, MedTech, EdTech, Aviation,
Robotics, and Complex Technology. Integral
to our ecosystem are our partners. We work with
corporate partners to speed up their innovation
process in a startup way. Our services partners offer
their expertise to the ecosystem: from legal to HR. Our
experienced YES!Funded team is your gateway to investors
and grants.
Moreover, as a not-for-profit organization, we have strong ties to the
regional government in Delft and The Hague. We work closely with the TU
Delft, TNO and with that Research and Field Labs in various industries,
granting access to sophisticated test sites and academia.

Focus Areas
The focus on nine different focus areas creates small ecosystems
within the bigger picture. Mentors, experts and entrepreneurs in
those fields encounter similar challenges and can help each other
to the next level.
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“YES!Delft is the ideal ecosystem for any technology startup with a
long time to market and expensive prototyping to build a successful
company. With a whole range of mentors and trainers we focus on
subjects which our experience taught us are the most important for
success: your team, your customer & your strategy”
Robert Jan Van Vugt, Operational Director YES!Delft

Mentors &
Experts
With decades upon decades of experience between
them, our mentors are a vital component of the
YES!Delft ecosystem. Each of our nine focus areas has
dedicated mentors who utilize their expertise of the
field and business to help startups thrive. In our
startup programs, founders and mentors are
matched for the best fit and work together through
the duration of the program and beyond.

What our startups need from you?:
Open your network
Share knowledge
Mentorship/ guidance
Critical thinking/ help on strategy

“voor ondernemers,
door ondernemers”
“by entrepreneurs,
for entrepreneurs”

“I help startups get the customer perspective. Many
of them have these huge dreams – and that’s great!
But running a business is not a dream. It’s a lot of
hard work of really understanding why customers
might consider buying your stuff. ”
Jan Willem Klerx, YES!Delft Mentor

Which position fits you best?

Entrepreneur in Residence

Accelerator Program Mentor

An Entrepreneur in Residence (EiR) is a serial entrepreneur

As an acceleration mentor you guide them through the first 6

who helps startups with their challenges by sharing their

months of the program. You give feedback in de peer2peer

experiences and best practices in different areas. He/she is

sessions and set goals for upcoming 6 months in the
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of the teams dynamics. Entrepreneurs will have a dedicated

about their company.
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Expert

this journey.

An Industry Expert helps the entrepreneurs to navigate

Validation Lab Mentor

through the industry (Ex. Robotics, China). He/she has a

As a Validation lab manager you guide them for three
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final event meet the start-ups.

the basis of in-depth knowledge of the field. Experience
with start-ups or experience with setting up "matters"
yourself is a plus. Is internationally oriented and can help
the entrepreneur in a short time. Is intrinsically driven and
understands both big picture and nuts and bolts.

Overview

Notes
All conversations that the mentor has with entrepreneurs that are part
of YES!Delft will be strictly confidential;
The mentor will not be paid for his activities, but performs this role because
he/she takes pride in helping young entrepreneurs grow their company;
During the programs, the only goal of the mentor is to help the startup teams in
validating their business model, independent of personal ambitions and interests
of the coach;
Mentors are free to invest in startups in every phase, however they will have to quit
their mentor role immediately and the deal will be monitored by one of our
Entrepreneurs in Residence;
The mentor may use the title of YES!Delft Mentor in public and YES!Delft will act as
reference when asked for;
You might need to sign an NDA with your team, but we try to keep the advice as
business-like as possible and do not want to make things more complicated than
strictly necessary.

Be part of the ecosystem!

Apply as a mentor

Contact community
manager

www.yesdelft.com

